
 

Year 9 Homework Menu  

Takeaway Term 2 

Starters 

1. Tweet and Sour. Write a tweet (no more than 
140 characters) about… 
 

2. Word Ton Soup. Pick out all the keywords about 
the Main course and write their definitions. 
 

3. Mini Spring Qs. Create a series of 10 simple 
questions to test your knowledge of… 
 

4. Equations Crackers. Write out any equations or 
theories you need to know about… 
 

5. Pizza Poster. Create an A4 poster summarising 
the Main course. Make it eye catching, bright 
and colourful and factual – with plenty of extra 
detail  
 

6. Spicy Song Sauce. Create a poem or change the 
lyrics of a popular song to include the key facts 
about… 
 

7. Masala Mind Map. Create a mind map with 
images and colour summarising everything 
about…  
 

8. Sweet and Sour Summary cards.  Make some A6 
summary cards for the Main course with plenty 
of details on them – add some Q&As to the back. 
 

9. Crispy Crossword. Make a crossword using only 
key words and/or HSW terms.  Don’t forget to 
include detailed, definition-style clues.  
 

10. Thai Curry Q&A cards. Produce a complete set of 
individual Q&A cards, including calculations etc. 
 

11. King Prawn Facts. Create a factsheet or mini 
newspaper about the Main course including 
additional facts that you have researched 
yourself 
 

12. Spare Ribs Create a board game for the Main 
course, to test your skills and knowledge  
 

Each week you need to pick a starter and a main 
to go with it. 
A balanced diet is important, so you can only 
choose each combination once! Cross each one 
out when you have completed it. 

Mains 

Biology 

… amylase, protease and lipase in the digestive system 

… food tests for starch, glucose, protein and fats 

… the structure of the heart and the cardiac cycle 

… how the lungs are adapted for gas exchange 

Chemistry 

… how ionic bonds are formed and the properties of 

ionic compounds 

… how covalent bonds are formed and the properties 

of simple covalent compounds 

… the properties of metallic bonds compared to alloys 

… calculating Relative Formula Mass 

Physics 

… the types and uses of electromagnetic waves 

… the life cycle of a star 

… how satellites orbit 

… explaining static electricity 

 

Desserts 

As an extra treat, if you have room, try a dessert too! 

1. Edible Extension. Compose three extension 
questions you want to know the answer to 
and then research then research the answers 
  

2. Family Fondue. Teach a topic to a family 
member and then ask them to mark how well 
you have explained it. 


